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SOIL AND NIGERIAN FOOD SECURITY

essLimited, 1997.

The Nigerian Population Commission forecasts that the population
of this counrrv will.grow by about 3.6 mUlionpeople next year, bringing
the population to over 110 million people in 1998. At the current 3.3%
annual rate of growth, Nigeria's population would have doubled to 226
million in just abouttwenty-two years time i.e in the year 2020; and'by
the year 2050 we' may have over 600 million people in 'this country.
During this ll~riod the land mass of Nigeria will' remain what it has
always been: 91.2 million ha or 912,OOOkm2• That is if we are lucky
and the Cameroons.Republic dooes not snatch from, us the Bakasi
peninsula.

Of the 91.2 million ha of land in Nigeria, only about 70 million
ha or73% can be put under cultivation. Thus the amount of cultivable
land available per head in our country today is just about O.85ha. In
the coming years, this will progressively diminish to 0.77 in year 2000,
0.41 in 2020 and 0.15ha per head in year 2050. Of course, the trend
wortdwide is a diminishing land size per head because of the ever
growing population. The amount of land availaete,for agriculture per
head is dwindling globally from about 0.5 ha in 1956 to a projected
value of about O.12ha in year 2050. However, the real bad news is
that, while the level of food production per head in virtually all regions
of the developing world (such as Asia and South Americ,n have been
rising unabated over the past 20 years, that of Africa has been falling,
also unabated. In Nigeria, although the total annual food production
mcreased by an average of 3.1 % between 1989 and 1993 (Federal
Office of Statistics, 1994). this food production growth has failed to
meet .up with the 3.3% annual population growth rate of the same
period.
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PressLimited, Food Security: Definition.
'It is a situation where a country has sufficient resources to

acquire adequate food for is citizens to lead active and heaithy life.
Food, in, the sense of this definition, can be' acqUiretf by directly
produ~ing it or by importation. However, real security in food
availabifity will be such that, very small fraction or. none of the food
required must be imported. and it has aecmeonsnt ot strategic food
(grain) reserve which can, sustain the c--;:'ontryfor at least three (3)
months. This is the condition that our country should aspire to and
sustain, as a minimum social imperative. The following are my.reasons:
Ii) Historically. countries around the world have used food as

political weapon against one another; America against Soviet



Union, Britain against Argentina, and now the entire World
against lraque. This weapon can be used against Nigeria;'

(ji) 'Governments the world over are not as benevolent or Go~ly as
we tend to assume. For, while people in some parts of the world
are dying of starvation, in some other parts, governments are
destroying surplus food and farmers are rewarded for reducing or
even halting food production. Witness the avoidable hunger and
dying currently going on in North Korea, According to the Time
Magazine of 25th August, 1997, up to about 5 million out of the
24 million people of thisunfortuoate- country may eventually
starve to death, while international political interests play cruel
games with their food weapon. A rew years ago, North Korea
was a very proud country that could feed itself. Two unfortunate
'years .marked with catastrophic flooding, followed by an
unending drought and extra-ordinary heat, has brought North
Korea to its knees, Nigeria has displayed so much political
arrogance in recent years that, I am afraid, nobodv-will come to
our aid if we are confronted with serious food supply crisis. We
nearly had a drought this year!!

(iii) If todav.Tor whatever reason, the Seme (Niqeria-Beninl.border is
closed forjustthree months, we will all be in serious trouble, Of
course, daring smugglers will probably rise to that challenge; they
wili not fold their arms and watch us suffer!!

(iv) If we believe, as our,government does, that it is our sacred duty
to create crisis and fight wars in. our neighbourhood (Liberia,
Sierra Leone, Cameroon) we must also accept it our lot to
provide food for our war ravaged neighbours. For, whether we •
like it or not, in time of crisis, Nigeria's ever resourceful business
people will move bur food to our neig:-'bC':'-s,as they did in
Liberia, even if we do not have enough to eat at home, Liberia
probably contributed to the high food prices this country
experienced between 1994 and 1996, For this reason, we must
produce food not just for ourneed, but even more to take care
of our Nation's exuberances,

So, today, we are faced with a great challenge of producinqenouqh-
food for a rapidly growing population. As a matter of National priority,
we need a vigorous programme of sustainable agricultural production
for food security. We need greater and b-ettertechnological inputinto
agriculture, .,

Three levels of technological input into aqricu.rurat production
have beendefined by FAa, (1986) viz: low, intermediate and high input
levels, These are defined as: . ,
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(i) Low input level:
Low yielding crops; no fertilizer, no chemical pests, disease

or weed control; no soil conservation measures; use of traditional
implements ("Ioe and cutlass). Most of our farmers are at this
level.

(ii) Intermediate input-level:
Half optimum mixture of crop population 'and improved

varieties; some but less than optimum pests, disease and weed
control; some soil conservation measur.es; half optimum ferti~r '
application; manual labour with imprlP"ed hand tools.

(iii) High input level:
Optimum mixture of crops' and high yielding varieties;

optimum fertilizer use; optimum pests and, weed control:
compiete soil conservation measures; and mechanization.

-
Nigeria today hovers between low technology input and the bottom
rung of the intermediate input ladder. This is demonstrated clearly if
Nigeria is compared with five other countries selected randomly around
the world. Nigeria applies an average of about 10kg fertilizer per
hectare of its cropped land; this is about 18% of world-wide average,
16% of Zimbabwe or South Africa, 10% of U.S.A, 7% of Venezuela
and 5% of Israel. Nigeria had the least pesticide and tractor use of the
six countries. An FAO study (1986) shows that Nigeria must move
higher in the intermediate input scale within a few years by year 2000)'
and between intermediate and high levels by year 2020 in order to
achieve food security. Otherwise we will have to depend on food
importation, with all the attendant risks.

The Soil Factor in Nigerian Food Production
Soil is the most important factor in, agricultural production: its

function as the medium for plant growth underscores this tmporta,)ce.
At any location suitable for plant growth, the yield of crops, even
varieties with the most high yielding potentials, depend on soil quality
and soil management practices applied to cultivating ~hecrop .. For this "
reason, we must regard soil as our resource base for a, sustainable
future. Among Natural resources, soils are exceedingly responsive to
human influence. With careful management we can improve their
.properties and productive potentials. But much more easiltf, ,soils can
be destroyed and rendered less productive by misuse and 'thoughtless
development. To attain food security, as defined above, we must find
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so~,I~$tainabfe, effective and affordab,l~ yvays or using our soils.
", '\~d'!~~'are derived from th,ebreak-down.lweathlitringtof rocks» The
,Parent rocks from which Nigerian soils are-derived are very diverse.
they iQclude various types 'of igneous, metamorphic an..dsedimentary
rodts"''''as well as loess and ,alluvial deposits, They'-range if)
-~ti~eristics from those hi~K in plant nutrients to those to~ in
nutrien-t,but mostly low; and trom higtlly,acidic to higilly basic rocks.
As may be expected, soils derived from this diversity show variation.in
chemical and physical properties. This is evident.in the soils' content
of chemical elements which supply,es$'e"tial nutrients to growing

...plarus.••In addition to the,generally low nutrient contents of the parent
'foe:ks, the rocks have been subjected to long processes of weathering
-'breakdown) under our tropical (hot and humid), climate; and the
resulting soils have been extensively leached, This combination has

.lead to depletion or loss of .a great fraction .of plant nutrients in, the
soils. For these reasons, Nigerian soils are, characterised by three
important properties:

(ii relatively lowfertilitv: deficient mineral reserves,
(ii) fragile physical structure; soil degradation is difficult to

reverse.
(iii) predominance of low activity clay, (LAC)Partich~s,'whiclJ

results in low buffering capacity agjiinst acid fotmation,i:Jl'ld
low ability to retain nutrients (Cation Exchange Capacity)
against removai by percolating rain water. -

These properties are exhibited to varying degrees in different soils of
Nigeria. It is this variation and its consequences that determine the.
varying productivitv potentials of Nigerian .soils .and dictate the ..
management required to achieve optimum crop yields on the soils.
, On the basis' of FAO's Potential Productivity Clessiticetion
Scheme, Nigerian landmass has been assessed to consist of about 48 %
soils of low productivity, ~6% of medium productivity, 6% soils of
good. productivity; it has virtually no soil with high productivity
potential. This classification scheme is based on the phvsical and
chemical properties ofthe sOils, particularly nutrient contents,' nutrient
retention ability, water regime and ease of management.

Nigeria is, nut alone in ha"ing soils mostly of inherently low
productivity potentials. This appears to be a general' charactenstics Of
tropical soils across the globe. However, as stated earlier, soils a.e
highly r8SPO~ive to human influence; it is the manaqemeni and input
applied to Soils that ultimately determine the productivitv level
.attainabl,e. Obviously, Nigeria mustmove to an.effective. apptlcation of "
higher levels of input to our soW'resources: 'in order to ~an,a,io.a
sustainable food securitv: we need research to do 'this wisely:: ,-
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Soil Resources Research at Ife .'
Soils research in this University has developed along four main, areas
of Soil Science:,"""

(i) Soil types and uses: This involves grouping.' different soils
according to their modes of formation and the agricultural uses
into which they can be put.

".

I(jj). Soil' Conservation: conce. ns the development: of practices or
'techniques which pre ent degradation of agricul~ral land..,.. . .

(iii) Soil Improvement: here we research into, and develop techniques
which either provide adequate nutrients. for optimum yield of
erops-or alleviate chemical and physical constraints·that may limit
cropqrowth and yield.

(iv) 'Soil Microbiology: this has -to do with maintenance or
enhancement of the population end a~viYl8 Gf desirable soil
micro-organisms,' especially those whos~t'acti~ities, influence
nutrient availability to crops.

My -own contribution has been in the area of soil improvement,
specifically in the area often designated as Soil Chemistry/Fertility and
Crop Nutrition. The main concern has been the availability of adequate
nutrients from soil to crops growing in the soils, so that these crops can
attain optimum yields. The focus has been the development of sound
scientific basis for soil fertility evaluation and soil management advisory
service in the' country. E.

.,' . Appropriately, we started'addressinq ·this concern by assessing
.the general lever of fertility of Nigerian soils. Fortunately, some other
researchers had earlier carried out survevsalonq this line. These include
Amon and Adetunji (1970), and AgbQol~ and.Corev (1973, 1975) then
of this university. All we needed do' at thattime was to update the

\data' oft.h~~se earlier workers. 5irH::eS~ilfertility. chanqesover time,
:r'hether In use ernot. We conducted fIeld sampling of soil and maize
Plants across southwest Nigeria, and .deterrnined in the laboratory the
chemical contents of the samples .. ·Aduavi, Adebayo of 5011 Science
Department, Alofe "of Plant Science Department," andAdepolu and.
Adeqbola of Animal Science Department participated in these studies
which' covered both the forest and the derived savanahzones of
Southwestern Nigeria. We concluded from the studies that··

. ,'.. (i) Nand P were generallY'deficient in the soils; .
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(ii) Although Zn was adequate in the forest vegetation soils, it
was deficient in derived savanna soils;

(iii) All the other essential nutrients evaluated except K were
adequate in the soils viz Ca. Mg Na, Cu. Fe and Mn.

(jv) While K level in the soils seemed to indicate' a general
deficiency, analysis of the maize plant samples indicated
that K was adequate in the soils. We suspectsd that the
contradiction arose either because the method of K
availability determination in the sailor in plant was
inappropriate for Nigerian soils, or the standard by which
we judge adequacy of nutrients in the soils was
inappropriate for Nigerian conditions.

The fund for the forest zone aspect of the study was provided by the
URC (O.A.U. Research Fund) and that for the savanna grassland aspect.
provided by the UNDP/IAEA.

From these results, it was suddenly realised that two important
research information were needed as a matter of very urgent priority,
if we must proceed without stepping wrongly and making misleading
conclusions about the chemical properties and the fertility management
requirement of Nigerian soils. These are:

(i) the chemical analytical methods that are -appropriate for Nigeria
soils to determine the amounts of nutrient available topiant from'
soils.

(ii) the critical soil values: this is the level of a nutrient in soil, below
which the soils is said to be.deficient i,n the given nutrient and
above which the soils is said to contain adequate amount of the
nutrient for optimum crop yield.

Up till that time, the soil-test methods and the critical soil-test standards
used in Nigeria were adopted from temperate countries mainly U.S.A.;
yet it was r~cogr:lisedthat each country rnust evolve the methods and
the reference soil critical value standards approoriate to its own, soil
environment

For the first aspect, we realised early that-there was a need to.
determine which fractions of a soil chemical element should be tested
for, as index or predictor of nutrient av~ilability to crops from soU.
Working with my students notably Adetunji, Anyaduba, and Abimbola,
in aseries of studies, we determined that:

(i) .At the early few years of long-term cultivation, soil organic-
P is a good predictor or index of P availability to crop from
soil; In subsequent years, AI-P plus Fe-P is the appropriate
index.

Iii) Exchangeable-K plus fixed-Kis a much better predictor of K
C2vailablility than the exchangeable-K alone commonly
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targetted, especially in igneous/metamorp/'Uc soils.
(iii) Water-soluble-S plus surface-adsorbed inorganic-S is the

appropriate index of S availability, even when OrgcS is 75%
of total Soil-S;

(iv) Sorption characteristics of Nigerian soils. a physical phe-
nomenon, influences the extent to which phosphorus
fertilizer chemicals applied to soil will become available and

.. useful to crops.
These information are important because, for the first time, we are
reasonably sure of the soil chemical fractions from-which crop's obtain
most of their nutrients in Nigerian soils. crhese are the appropriate
fractions for which we should design chemical extractants which could
be used in evaluating soil fertility. We did not bother to evolve
chemical extractants because other researchers around the 'country
were actively pursuing this.

With regards to critical soil-test values, we embarked on a series
of field calibration studies, to generate standard values for Nigerian SOIl
environment. In this regard, our studies jn the Southwestern zone of
the country was complemented by similar-studies by colleagues in the
Eastern and Northern parts of the country. These works were
summarised (Adepetu and Adebusuyi, 1985) to evolve the critical soil-
test values that have since been adopted as the standard values for
assessing the fertility status of N, P, K, O.M, S, Mg, Zn, B and pH in
Nigeria. A table of critical nutrient concentration. in plants (internal
critical values) was also produced for evaluating the nutritional status
of the following important crops of Nigeria: Maize, Rice,
Sorghum/millet, Cowpea and Cassava.

Critical soil-test standard is a very useful parameter in soil fertility
evaluation. When a farm soii is tested, the data obtained is, to a
farmer, just a number which is meaningless unless the farmer can
interprete it in terms of whether the farm soil IS deficient or adequate
in the nutrient element tested e.g. P,and in terms of 'the extent of
deficiency. Critical soil-test value is needed to determine whether the-
soil is nutrient deficient or not. It indicates if V'{eshould or should not
recommend the application of the nutrient to soil as fertilizer. With it.
data from soil testing can be evaluated, but only two fertilizer rate
options can be considered:

Iy realisedthat two important
matter of very urgent priority,
rongly and making misleading

as andthe fertility management
e:
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nutrient available to plant from'
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(i) . no fertilizer application; when soil test value is above the
critical level.

(ii) application of fertilizer when soil test is below critical level;
apply an amount deemed adequate which is the same for all
degrees of deficiency.
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Thus a uniform quantity of fertilizer is added in all cases when the soil
test. is below theeritica! value, and none is added when it is above.
This is better than applying fertilizer to all s~ils without testing to
determine if the soil needs fertilizer or not .. However,' the critical soil
test value does not determine:

(a) the degree of nutrient deficiency in the soil
(b) the quantities of amendment e.g. fertilizer, needed to

correct various degrees of deficiency._

.-
1ne next step in our studies \-vas to develop the criteria for classifying
Nigerian soils into different -degrees of nutrient fertilit'y/deficiencY.· .',
Funded again by the University Research Fund, we conducted field
calibration studies in twenty-three different locations covering' all the
major soil types and ecological zones of southwestern Nigeria. While
here at Ife, we concentrated our effort on P, K, O.M., and S, similar
studies we;e conducted by our colleagues (Sabula, Osinarni, Banjoko)
atlAR& T, Ibadan, in which they worked' on N; Zn, Fe and B. Results
from these studies were summarised and used in developing the criteria
(soli-test ranges) for classifying soils into different fertility levels. It is
this criteria which we developed that is used for soil fertility
classification in Nigerj~ today (Sabula and Adepetu, 1987). With these
criteria-soil-test data in Nigeria can novy'be grouped into low, medium
or high fertility classes. The quantity of additional plant nutrient needed
in soil to effect optimum improvement of sgil fertility is determined-by
the fertility class to which the soil belong. Low fertility class soil needs
high rates of fertilization, while high fertility class, soil reqeires little or
no fertilizer application;' A medium fertility class soil requires moderate
fertilizer application rate. We have also determined the different rates
of additional nutrients-needed at different soil fertility levels for most
,'Tablecrops of Niger.ia.

The purpose of all we have been.deinq is to device a rational,
accurate and scientific basis for developing all efficient soil-testing and
soil fertjJity management advisory service for "this -countrv. Soil
testing/soil management advisory service is regarded, world-wide, as
an indispensable tool for attainment of sustainable food security.
Efficiency of soil testing advisory service-depends a lot on the credibility _,
it has with farmers; which is a ••latter of proviwng accurate soil-test
results and sound data interpretation, in time. The speed, accuracy and
effficiency of soil-management aovisorv service nas, 10 recent yeaTS,

been enhanced.in .,the"developed world by the use of computers."
Computer aided,;r~_commendationis not yet a common practice in
developing tropical countries. However, with increasing availability and
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use of personal computers in these countries, it is now possible to
apply computer technology to soil-testing. and soil management
advisory service in the developing countries.

, The first attempt at such a development in Nigeria was made here
at'lfe in 1987. In that study (Adepetu and Olufokunbi, 1987), we in
Department of Soil Science collaborated with Faculty of Technology to
develop acomputer programme with which fertilizer recommendatio~s
are generated from soil test data, within seconds. All you need do IS

to input the soil-test value of the given farm and indicate the crop to be
gro~n; the computer makes its recomendation instantly. We. also
developed a modified version of this programme, which was desiqned
to provide graphical outputs. that could be used, as reference charts, to

, 'determine fertilization rates whenever a computer facility is not
available to a soil-testinq laboratory. These charts, are invaluable

'bec'ause," even now,' most laboratories and agriculture extension
personnels in this country have no access to computer facilities,
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Soil-Testing advisory service and the Nigerian farmer
The-purpose of soil testing proqrarnrne isto enable the farmer

uplift soil productivity by improving soil fertility through efficient
utilization of fertilizer and other soil amendments. The conventional

: soil-testing operations for achie~ing this goal consists of:
"(i), Soil sampling on farmers farm

'0' (ii) Soil sample analysis i,(a soil testing laboratory
(iii) , Evaluation and iaterpretation of soil analysis results; and

fertilizer/soil management recommendation
These operations cost money, Therefore, the conventional soil-testing
programme seems to be designed primarily for farmers who can afford
the cost. This poses no problem in most developed, industrial world
because in those countries, farming is itself a commercial enterprise.
The' situation in Nigeria is however different. .Niqerian crop agriculture
today is' characte'rized by three cateqoriesof farmers:
(a) Smettscete peesent farmers: with little' funds available to invest

on their farms. Such farmers may be unwilling or
, unable to "pay fpr .expensive .soil-testinq operations. This

". '.cate'gmy·' of 'farmers probablv-aceountfor oyer 90%, of the
-Nationalfood-crop output.

(o)' -Medium to rarge=scaie commercist farmers: who have sufficient
fund and therefore can afford the cost of soil testing service. This

, grb~p of farmers, account for less than 3% of the national food
crop. production. , ';'

(c) -Cooperative farmers: who operate medium to large-size collective
. - . -~ .... - .

9
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farmers, often on profit-making basis. They are willing to
participate in soil testing programme (Jibowo and Adepetu,
1985) and they can afford the cost of soil testing service. This
category account for probably less than 5% of the National food
crop output.

Conventional Soil Testing programme will serve medium to large-scale
commercial farmers, as well as cooperative farmers; it will probably
exclude the small-scale farmers who produce over 90% of Nigerian
food crop. Such a scheme can not succeed in making meaningful
contribution to the attainment of food security for this country.
Therefore the soil testing service strategies that can be productive here
must be somewhat qifferent from those practised in most Industrialised
developed world, at least for now.

In 1988, I was invited to give one of the lead papers for the Soil
Science Society of Nigeria' annual conference, on the subject' II Soil
testing for continuous Crop Production in Nigeria (Adepetu, 1988)".
A.nd I had this to say:

"It appears necessary to re-examine the philosophy guiding our
efforts in soil testing programme development in this country;
and if necessary, revise our . strategies . in order to ensure
relevance to Nigerian farmers •.. For, if the recommendations
arising from all these research are not adopted and practiced by
Nigerian farmers, our efforts are but a v.vorthless academic
exercise, with little benefit to the Nation"

I then went on to propose that two soil-testing systems be developed
and operated, in parallel, as follows:

(i) A system of semi-specific recommendation based on soil-
type/soil-fertility-class grouping of Nigerian soils. This will
involve producing soil fertility classification maps that would
be used, along with fertilizer response characteristics of
soils, to determine the fertilizer needs of different farm
locations in each zone. This is designed for small-scale
farmers. The soil test would have been done and the
results plotted on a map of the area, for the benefit of
farmers. So farmers will not need to pay for costly soil test
operations .

.'(in A system of farm-site specific soil-testing· and fertilizer
recommendation programme i.e. the conventional type,
designed for commercial medium to large scale farmers.
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9 basis. They are willing to
ramme (Jibowo and Adepetu,

cost of soil testing service. This
assthan 5% of the National food

By the time I made this proposal, we at Ife had already produced
what we regarded as the First Approximation of the Soil:'fertility-
cIiIssificlltion map of southwestern Nigeria; this was accompanied
with a table of fertilizer recommendations for the component fertility
zones of the mapped area (Adepetu, 1986). The fund for this work
was provided by the Federal Ministry of Agriculture, and the work
done during my sabbatical year at the Federal Department of
Agricultural Land Resgurces, then at Kaduna. That work was
published as a farm/llsk advisory handbook by the Federal
Government; and today it is used as standard reference by
agricultural extension workers and farmers. We also developed a
step by step procedure for the Federal Department of Agricultural
Land Resources, which has since been used to develop similar soil
fertility improvement advisory guidelines f@rthe other regions of the
federation .
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Emerging Problem: New Challenge
In the past, shifting cultivation and the fallow system had

been a reliable strategy for maintaining soil fef\1:ility in Nigeria. This
traditional system functions perfectly as long as demographic pressure
does not intervene. However, as stated earlier, Nigeria's population is
increasing and the size of land available per head for food production
is diminishing fast. Consequently, today the traditional shifting and
fallow system is no more efficient to maintain soil productivity, because
the fallow period is either too short or non-existent. As evidence of
this, a series of studies conducted by the liTA in Kaduna, Katsina,
Sokoto and Bauchi states (Manyong and Carsky, 1q94) showed that
the fallow period had totally disappeared in 59% of the villages and
declining in 26% others. The situation in,Southern Nigeria is even more
serious because fallow period is now less than three years in most of
southwest and no more existing in most of Southeast of Nigeria. A
minimum fallow period of 6 years in the South and. 10 years ln. the
North is required for soil fertility restoration. ·ObviouslYJ future food
availability will rely on intensive, continuous soil cultivation.

. About 30 years ago, 1968,· the Soil Science Department of
Obaferni Awolowo University embarked on a lonq-terrn study to
determine what changes in soil physical and chemical properties as well
as soil-productivity would take place when the soil is subjected to
continuous cultivation with and without fertilization. The study was
initiated by the late Dr. Olupelu Jaiyebo and Professor R B. Corey (my
tribute to these fine researchers, to whom I owe 'a lot: Dr. Jaiyebo
started the supervision' of my M. P.h/IPostgraduate programme, and

ne of the lead papers for the Soil
onference, on the subject. U Soil
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Professor Corey took over and saw the programme through following
the death of Dr. Jaiyebo). I have been the coordinator of the long-term
study since 1975. My colleagues notably Professor Aduayi and Dr.
Olu-Obi as well as several students - Mr Uponi and Miss Umoh
participated in the project. The following main conclusions were
reached after 18 years of the study:

(i) Nitrogen fertiiizer application increased soil Acidity; the pH
. reduced tjy 30%;

(ii) . Increased soil acidity resulted in about 60% Increase in P-
adsorption. by soil particles i.e. it limits P-availability to
plant from soil.

(iii) The capacity of the plough layer of S'OrI'te"retain nutrient
'Cations, so that it is not washed down by draining
Rainwater, has been r~duced by 70%. Also the Soil organic
matter content had declined by about 75%; and surface soil
clay content by 40%

(iv) Crop yields decline with years of cultivation, even when
. fertilizer is applied to the soils.

We seem to have created or at least exposed a new problem here, It
baffled us that crop yields declined under intensive soil cultivation, even
though fertilizer was added to maintain soil fertility. We suspected this
to be attributable not just to changes in soil chemical properties, but
probably also to some alterations in soil physical properties during

-intensive cultivation. Professor Aina ·of our Department was therefore
invited to determine the physical changes that might have occured In
the soil over the years of continuous cultivation, and evaluate thb
significance of such changes on soil productivity. The main conclusions
froT his study were that aggregate stability, pore space (porosity) and
water-infiltration rate had declined significantly over those years of - F'
continuous cultivation (Aina, 1979). All of these would have combined .,
with chemical soil degradation observed earlier to reduce soil
productivity. Intensive soil erosion could be an added bonus.

We realised that the common factor to all these physical and
chemical soil problems is the soil organic matter which, as noted above,
declined by 75% during 18 years of cultivation. Before then, we had
shown in our earlier studies that, within a year of opening a fallow land
for cultivation, _Nigerian soil undergoes about 30% O.M. decline and
about 27% organic-P loss (Adepetu and Corey, 1975; 1977). The
characteristic low O.M. content of Nigeriansoils, coupled with its rapid
rate of dissipation under cultivation suggests that Nigerian soils may be
poorly adapted to continuous cultivation; unless of course, a reasonable
amount of O.M. can be maintained in the soil. This is especially so
because the soil clay content is dominated by low activity clays (LAC)
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Several studies had, by this time, demonstrated that a combined
application of organic materials and mineral fertilizer to soil benefit both
the crop and the soil tremendously. Notable among such studies are
those of Olayinka and Adebayo at Ife; Aina and his students also at Ife;
Agboola and his students at U.I.; Lombin, Abdulahi and Yayock at
A.B.U.; Adeoye also at A.B.U. and Okigbo at U.N.N. etc. The challenge
is how this can be .accomplished, in practice at the farmers' level.
Even if we have an abundant source of O.M., how do we supplyO.M.
to a farmer conveniently and make him use it on his farm with minimum
handling problem.

We decided to look into this by assernblirsj an interdisciplinary
team from faculties of Agriculture, Science nd Technology. The team
formulated a proposal for research which is now being funded by the
National Agricultural Research Project (NARP) of the Department of
Agricultural Science in the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Natural
Resources; and supported by the World Bank. The aim is to produce
organic fertilizer from urban solid wastes,(the type found in waste
dumps in cities across Nigeria) and introduce this to tarrners. We hope
to achieve the following by executing the project:
(i) develop local technology for manufacturing organic fertilizer from

urban solid wastes.
(ii) using organic fertilizer so produced" develop management

practices for sustainable optimum productivity of Nigerian soils
under lonq-term, intensive cultivation

(iii) induce drastic reduction in the need for mineral fertilizer
importation into the country.

(iv) provide avenue for beneficial and efficient disposal of urban
wastes; ultimately promote public health.

, I must confess that I do not know much about some of the things we
are trying to do. All I have done is dream up the idea, and coordinate
a team-effort to make the dream a reality. Members of tt.e teart'
include Professors P 0 Aina, Y. L. Fabiyi, J. O. lIori and Dr. E. O.
Laogun of the Faculty of Agriculture; Professor Layokun, Mr. Adewumi
and Mrs. Olufok~,mbifrom Faculty of Technology; and Professor Ako-
Nai of the Faculty of Science; Since the project started we have seen
the need for a furtherinput from the Faculty of Technology; Professor
Ige of that Faculty has, agreed to provide technical advise on the .
mechanical engineering aspect of the project, whenever consulted. "I
am happy to report that we have made some encouraging progress, and
there is a clear indication that the goals of the project will be attained.
T~o recent qovernment policies ~ince the study commenced have-made
a successful outcome of the study an impQr;ant factor in the
achievement of fnod security in this country:
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(i') ,government has banned virtually all forms of inorganic fertilizer
importation into the country, :Yet local production does not meet
domestic requirement, even at the low rate of fertilizer application
that currently prevails. In 1994, total local production for
domestic use was 0.8 million tonnes; the total amount consumed

.was about 2.5 million tonnes.
(ii) the official price of fertilizer has increased from N150.00 in

1996 to N2,OOO.OOin 1997. In doing this, government drew its
inspiration from the "REMOVE SUBSIDY" creed of the;I.M.F.
Note that both the USA and the European Union engage in
massive support (subsidy) of their agriculture, .even today.

The consequence of these policies is that majority of our farmers may
be unable and unwilling to use fertilizers for food production, unless
cheaper.. readily available alternatives or complimentary sources of
fertilizer are developed.

Observations and recommendations

(i) tnconsistencv in Agricultural Development Policies and Strategies
Oneof the maioi barriers against growth in agricultural and food

production in this country is the inconsistency or lack of continuity in
the application or adoption' of policies and strategies. Agricultural
development policies and strategies are'most successful when a long-
term perspective,is adopted rather than a short-term approach (Okigbo,
1986). Consistency does not rule out the need for periodic modification
of strategy based.ona thorough review of policy implementation.
However frequent.jmpredictable changes in policy, strategy and fiscal
commitment in this country is inimical to agricultural growth.
Paradoxically, it arises, most often because there is a change of
government or, change of minister in the same government. An
examplethattouches on agricultural land use and soil management will
illustrate this peculiar Nigerian way of doing things. .

In 1991, the Federal Government' established the National
Agricultural Land Development Authority - NALDA - with the charge

.that it facilitate_ optimum utilization of Nigerian soil resources for
sustainable high productivity by addressing the chronic problem of low-
level application of science and-technology into agricultural land-use in
Nigeria. NALDA was to ensure minimum soil degradation, and promote
soil testing service for soil management and ultimately promote
sustainable productivity of Nigerian soil resources. The hope was that
through its activities, NALDA would contnbutesignificantly towards the
attainment of National food self-sufficienc'l/(l nd food security. The
strategy was to assist farmers in the art of using land productively
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under long-term continuous cultivation. NALDA· had the target of
assisting about 12,000 farmers to develop a total of'about 50;000 ha
of farmland in each state of the- federation; eaCh farmer h,aving a

. maximum of 4 ha of farm. By 1995, the PfOQ.rammehad taken off very
successfully in many states of the federation, such as Kano, Niger,
Bauchi, Ondo, Imo, Kwara etc. It was a great joy interviewing
participating farmers on their farms and noting their awareness of the.
need for soil conservation and continuous soil improvement practices;
as weU as the importance of participating in soil testing programme.

Then, out of the blues emerged, at ~he end of 1996, a new
government directive that more or less effectively stopped NALDA in
its track. The directive nuUified the independence of NALDA from the
characteristic bureaucratic bottleneck of the Ministry, and also reduced
to near-zero the level of financial commitment of the federal
government to the programme. As of now, NALDA has virtually
stopped all its field activities since the beginning of this year; and the
participating farmers are left bewildered; the credibilltv of government
and its agencies is at risk. For the sake of sustainable long-term soil
productivity and the role this will play in future food security of this
country; I wish to appeal that our government should renew its
commitment to NALDA before it dies completely.

(ii) Soil-testinq and SOil Mana.Qement Advisory Service
Soil-testing arid land use acvisorv service nsa tfeveloped WO

slowly in Nigeria, probably because the cortventionilt'soil-testing
scheme on which we have concentrated most research efforts in the
past two decades, is-not appropriate for majority of Nigeria farmers, the
small-scale-termers who provide over 90% of agricultural output of this
country: l<here i,~a ne~d to ~ive g~eater atte~ti~n to the development
of credible, .serni-specific soli-testing and SOil.~mprovement advisory
proqramme, that can attract the acceptance of small scale farmers, and
result in widespread increase in fertilizer use among these category of
farmers. At the same time, we should continue to further develop and
improve the efficiency of the conventional farm-site specific soil testing
scheme for the country. A few years ago, the Federal Government
showed keen interest in soil testing service by building National soil-
testing Laboratories at Ibadan, Owerri, Kaduna and Jos, and
sponsoring field calibration studies across the country. There is a need
to renew this interest and commitment to development of soil-testinq
and soil management advisory service in Nigeria. Government should
encourage and support the establishment of private, non-goverhmental
soil testing laboratories to cope with future development in Nigerian.
Agriculture. r
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(iii) Development of Organic Fertilizer Industry ,
The future requires that we will farm the same piece of land

continuouslv.. We wil',"be faced with the challenge of incr,easingfood
production on existing land that are already in cultivation; we ~ill have
to do this in. a way maruoes not lead to soil deqradation and
diminished soil productivity. Combined use of chemical and organic'
fertilizers is required for sustainable soil productivity/ in this .countrv
under intensive continuous cultivation. Therefore government shquld
ancouraqe the development of organit based fertilizers: in pure form 0"

, ~"with ch'e~cal fertilizers. I
(iv) Input'D~tribut;onand Cropping C(llendar !

. , In June 1996, Osun State Government inaugurated a committee
to plan the mode of distribution and sale of fertilizer to farmers for the
1996 cropping year. The cropping year started in March and by
May/Jul),e both m~ize and yam were already being harvested. Osun
State Committee on Fertilizer Distribution had its first meeting in July,
1996. Similarly, in 1997, the FederalCouncil of State, i~cluding all 36
Military Administrators and some Federal Ministers had what was
called a very important meeting at Abuja. Chairmaned by the Head of
State, the meeting Jastedone week and ended 23rd June, 1997. The
purpose was to deliberate on strategies of securing enough fertilizer and
get this dis~ributed to farmers for th9'1997 cropping season. To put
thtj..decisiQJIr-eachedat a6uja meetingJnto effect probably took another
-Ornrmon~.i.e around early August, 1997. Note that Cropping season
starts'Mav in the North and Marchi" the south. Government should
recognize' the importance of timeliness in input supply and input
application to crop production achievement of the country.

tv) Funding Soits Resetarc~·., . /
" " Declineig~soilf~rtilitY.and productivitY-unde; inten'slvecutnvenon
r.nusLbe1ec0-9nizeda~ a serious problem..that has implication for 'food
security in our country. '~very crop' harvested from the 'and is

('accornaanled with removal of plant nutrients away from our soils-
. (nutrient ~ining); it robs the soil~fit~ productiv~; it exhausts the la~d; .

Every agricultural export from Nlgena therefore amounts to exportmq
some.good frac~i?,nof oursoilsout of the cpuntry~ ~ropose therefore
that 1% levy be Imposed by qovemmenton all agricultural produce ,1

exported outof this country, raw or processed: Cocoa, Palm Produce, :
{ginger"cassava/gari, Soybean, Sorghum, Cotton-seed etc. The proceed '
'of this levy should be used strictly for research into appropriate
\mettlods of improvement, rnanaqernentand conservation of our soils..~:.·
Long~termsustenanr.eof foud securltvtor our country demands: no less.. '
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contnbutionfrom exporters of our agricultural produce.
Let me conclude this lecture. by quoti:'g from a statement.made about
fjfty years ago by Lord John Boyd Orr, (he first Director General of FAO
(1948):

, "Increases in agricultural production are possible through
modern methods; But those advances in science will-be
useless unless there is enough good land for farming. 'If
the soil in which all agriculture and all human life depends
is wasted away, then the battle to free mankind from want

tan not be worn".

Nigeria can attain long-term food securitv. but first we must rccoqnize
the crucial role of soil in that adventure .. Our soil must be nurtured and
protected, to enable it play its role effectively as the resource base of
a sustainable food security, .
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